High Spatial Density 6-Mode 7-Core Fiber Amplifier for L-band Operation
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Abstract—We present a high spatial density space division multiplexed fiber amplifier (i.e. 6-mode 7-core multicore fiber amplifier) supporting 42 spatial channels. A high average modal gain of 23.1 dB is obtained in the L-band with an average differential modal gain of 3.2 dB and a minimum output power of 17.5 dBm per core per mode. The total power consumption of the amplifier is improved by a power reduction factor of 0.36 and a fully fiberized optical amplifier is realized in a cladding-pumped configuration. The assembled amplifier is then tested in a fewmode multicore fiber transmission link and simultaneously amplified 42 spatial channel fiber transmission is demonstrated with the highest spatial density and energy efficiency to date.

Index Terms—Fiber optics and optical communications, Fiber devices and optical amplifiers, Space division multiplexing, Few mode fiber and multicore fiber amplifier

I. INTRODUCTION

Few mode multicore fibers (FM-MCFs) have attracted considerable attention in the research community as a means to increase the information capacity of space division multiplexed (SDM) transmission systems [1-4], with spatial channel multiplicities >100 already successfully demonstrated [5-7]. In order to realize long distance SDM transmission, the matching amplifiers, i.e. few-mode multicore fiber amplifiers, need to be developed. Recently, there have been two reports of such FM-MCF amplifiers. The first demonstration was of a 3-mode 6-core fiber amplifier supporting 18 spatial channels in a cladding pumped configuration [8] and the other was of a 3-mode 7-core fiber amplifier supporting 21 spatial channels in a core pumped implementation [9]. The spatial multiplicities achieved to date whilst impressive are still relatively modest compared to what has been achieved in the transmission fibers themselves, and substantial improvements in both multiplicity and performance should be possible and are worthy of further study. In addition, these SDM amplifiers have been recently realized in a fully fiberized format. For example, a fully integrated 32-core MCF amplifier [10] has been demonstrated in a cladding pumped configuration with the aid of two key SDM fiber components (i.e. an integrated SDM isolator [11] and a side pump coupler [12]). The side pump coupler allows low-cost multimode pump radiation to be coupled into the active fiber and hence the SDM amplifier to be directly spliced to its matching transmission fiber. The two fully integrated SDM isolators can be incorporated at both the input and the output ends of the amplifier to simultaneously suppress unwanted back-reflections into the amplifier. Such fully integrated SDM amplifiers have great potential for reducing the cost/space/energy per transmitted bit compared to a parallel array of single mode fiber amplifiers and the FM-MCF amplifiers can help maximize these benefits in a most efficient manner.

In this paper, we design, construct and characterize a 6-mode, 7-core multicore fiber amplifier supporting 42 spatial channels, which represents the highest spatial density SDM amplifier reported to date. An erbium-doped 6-mode 7-core fiber was designed and fabricated to match with a previously fabricated passive transmission fiber [13] and a fully fiberized amplifier was subsequently constructed in a cladding-pumped configuration. By employing a passive cooling system and a high efficiency pump combiner, we achieve a power reduction factor of 0.36, which as far as we are aware is the lowest value
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so far reported in a cladding pumped SDM amplifier. We also experimentally demonstrated in-line amplified SDM data transmission over 60 km of FM-MCF for the first time to the best of our knowledge.

II. AMPLIFIER CONFIGURATION AND OPTICAL PERFORMANCE

Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the 6-mode 7-core multicore fiber (6M-7CF) amplifier supporting 42 spatial channels (i.e. 7-core fiber, each of which operated on 6 spatial modes: LP_{01}, LP_{11a}, LP_{11b}, LP_{21a}, LP_{21b}, and LP_{20}). The amplifier consists of a length of active gain fiber (i.e. a double-clad erbium-doped 6M-7CF for cladding pumping) which is directly spliced to its matched passive multicore fiber counterpart at both ends and is pumped by a multimode pump laser diode (λ=975 nm, power conversion efficiency~50%, IPG Photonics’ PLD-975-70-WS) [14]. A serial arrangement of multicore fan-in/fan-out devices and mode (de)multiplexers (i.e. a fiber bundle type fan-in/fan-out [15] and multiple lightweight conversion type mode (de)multiplexer [16]) is used at each end of the amplifier to connect the multiple spatial channels from the erbium-doped 6M-7CF to multiple single mode input and output fibers. In order to realize a cost-effective SDM amplifier a cladding pumped approach was used in our amplifier and an all-fiber tapered side pump coupler (incorporated directly onto the active 6M-7CF) was used to couple multimode pump light into the inner cladding of the active fiber (coupling efficiency~95 %). Note that the efficiency of the pump coupler was significantly improved relative to our previous demonstration [17] from 60% to 95 % and it enabled us to obtain higher gain at short wavelengths and to increase the pump conversion efficiency of our amplifier. A pump stripper (based on appropriate application and passive cooling of a high refractive index UV-curable acrylate polymer) was introduced at the other end of the gain fiber to dump the residual unabsorbed pump light. The pump stripper can handle up to ~20 W of unabsorbed pump light without damage. Importantly, we have incorporated a passive air cooling system (i.e. simple air cooling with forced convection instead of thermoelectric cooling) to dissipate heat from the pump laser diode and ~3 W energy reduction was successfully achieved compared to [17]. Under passive cooling, the pump wavelength of the multimode laser diode was stably locked (at λ=975 nm) due to the built-in volume Bragg grating. Most of pump energy (>99.5 %) was at the Bragg wavelength with a 20 dB linewidth of 1.0 nm and the center wavelength was only shifted by ~0.3 nm when increasing the pump power up to 30 W. We have also tested the long-term stability of our passive cooling system by monitoring the temperature change of the pump LD at the top of the housing and a good thermal equilibrium temperature was achieved (~30.2 °C at 20 W and ~34.4 °C at 30 W of pump power). By adopting these measures (high efficiency pump pumper and passive air cooling system), we achieved a power reduction factor of 0.36 (versus 0.6 in [10]) as shown in Table 1, which is a new record amongst the cladding-pumped MCF amplifiers so far reported. Here, the power reduction factor is defined by considering the total electrical power consumption of the pump laser diode (A), and the cooling power (B) and comparing this with the electrical power consumption of multiple conventional erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (C) (i.e. the power reduction factor is defined as (A+B)/C) [10, 18]. In conventional single-mode L-band EDFA, >400 mW optical pump power is required to provide ~20 dBm of saturated output power and a 3.4 W of total electric power (estimated from JDSU, S28-xxxx-40) is assumed in our comparison [19]. Note that it does not include the power consumption of the amplifier monitoring and management electronics and we are comparing our amplifier with multiple single mode EDFA with active cooling using a thermo-electric cooler (TEC).

TABLE 1 ELECTRIC POWER REDUCTION FACTOR OF OUR 6M-7CF AMPLIFIER.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amplifier type</th>
<th>(A) Electric power for LD [W]</th>
<th>(B) Cooling power [W]</th>
<th>Power reduction factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single-mode L-band EDFA</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our L-band 6-mode 7-core EDFA</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The active 6M-7CF was fabricated in-house using a stack-and-draw technique from an erbium-doped preform with a step-index, uniformly doped core. Note that, for our active fiber fabrication, a simple homogeneous core arrangement was employed for ease of fiber fabrication. The detailed fiber geometry and specification of the fabricated fiber is summarized in Fig. 2(a). The core pitch of the active fiber was about 44 μm, which was closely matched to that of the passive fiber (44.4 μm). The core diameter was ~12.5 μm to ensure reliable 6 spatial mode operation. However, the higher numerical aperture cores in the active fiber resulted in a large mode field diameter mismatch with the passive fiber and consequently a mode dependent splice loss was observed (~0.2 dB for LP01, 1.6 dB for LP11 and 1.8 dB for the LP21&LP02 modes, respectively). Light from an incoherent white light source (with an incident large beam diameter) was launched into the inner cladding of the active fiber and the small signal cladding absorption spectrum was measured using the cutback method with the aid of an optical spectrum analyzer. The measured small signal cladding absorption was ~0.62 dB/m at the absorption peak of 978 nm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cross-sectional images</th>
<th>Passive 6M-7CF</th>
<th>Active 6M-7CF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core pitch</td>
<td>44.4 μm</td>
<td>44 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core dia.</td>
<td>23.6 μm</td>
<td>12.5 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cladding dia.</td>
<td>172 μm</td>
<td>175.5 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>Core +0.7%/trench -0.7%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to optimize the active fiber length, the center core (#7) was first monitored to evaluate the gain and amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) spectrum. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the ASE spectrum depends on the length of the active fiber and the ASE peak shifts to shorter wavelengths with reduced fiber length at a fixed signal power (0 dBm per mode at 1600 nm) and pump power (6.2 W). With a 15 m length of active fiber, we can achieve good L-band amplifier performance with a good gain flatness. After these initial tests, the complete performance of the 6M-7CF amplifier was characterized using multi-wavelength signals (8 WDM channels in the wavelength range 1570-1605 nm) [20]. Fiber bundle type multicore fan-in/fan-out devices and mode-selective mode (de)multiplexers (having a modal purity >10-15 dB) were used to access/evaluate the characteristics of each mode within the 7 cores of the 6M-7CF amplifier. The input signal power was -3 dBm per mode/core and the injected pump power was 22.5 W. The internal gains and noise figures of all spatial channels were measured, and the results are plotted in Fig. 3(a). The majority of the cores exhibit very similar performance with an average gain of 23.1 dB and a noise figure (NF) of 7.5 dB with a <3 dB spectral variation and a <2 dB core-to-core variation across the 35 nm waveband measured. Note that the spectral gain flatness is significantly improved by more than 3 dB compared with ref. [17], which is mainly due to the enhanced coupling efficiency of the pump side coupler used. The NFs at longer wavelengths are about 6-7 dB although these gradually increased toward shorter wavelengths. This is a general feature of the cladding pumped amplifier and is mainly due to the lower population inversion and reabsorption along the active fiber. Our 6M-7CF amplifier can provide more than 17.5 dBm of output power per core per mode (typically nearer 20 dBm for LP01). Note that the amplifier characteristics of the LP21 and LP02 modes were evaluated as a single mode group considering the degeneracy of modes in the passive transmission fiber. The differential modal gains (DMGs) for each individual core were also tested and are plotted in Fig. 3(b). As expected in a simple step-index, uniform doped fiber, the lower order modes (LP01 and LP11) have higher gain than the higher order modes (LP21 and LP02) and the maximum DMG was observed to be ~6 dB. Note that this gain variation includes two imperfect splice points between the passive and active fibers. Each splice currently has a mode dependent splice loss of ~1.6 dB and the intrinsic internal amplifier performance is expected to be significantly better.
Another important characteristics of the few-mode multicore fiber amplifier is the mode dependent intercore crosstalk (XT) and the multi-wavelength XT measurement technique [21] was used in our experiment to monitor the XT between two neighboring cores. Multiple closely spaced wavelength signals around 1600 nm were injected into the individual spatial modes of the core under test (e.g. core #1) and the adjacent cores (e.g. core #2, #6 or #7) at different modes were examined by observing the output spectra using an optical spectrum analyzer. As shown in Fig. 3(c), the average core-to-core crosstalk was \(-40.6\) dB for the LP\(_{01}\), \(-36.1\) dB for the LP\(_{11}\) and \(-33.9\) dB for the LP\(_{21}\)\&LP\(_{02}\) modes, respectively. As expected, larger XT was observed for higher order modes due to their large mode field diameters but the measured crosstalk was sufficiently low (<\(-30\) dB) for all spatial modes. Note that this is the overall amplifier XT value for the amplifier test setup (e.g. including XT from the fan-in/fan-out device) and the inherent amplifier XT is hence much smaller. The theoretically calculated inherent XT of our active fiber is less than \(-70\) dB/km at 1600 nm.

III. SIMULTANEOUSLY AMPLIFIED 6-MODE 7-CORE FIBER TRANSMISSION

We constructed an inline simultaneously amplified 6-mode 7-core MCF transmission system as shown in Fig. 4. The signal wavelengths were 1570.41, 1585.36 and 1600.60 nm. A polarization multiplexed 2-Gbaud QPSK signal was generated at the transmitter and divided into six parts. These six signals were then multiplexed by a 6-mode multiplexer and fed into a test core through a fan-in device. The other 6-mode multiplexed signals were used as dummy channels and were input into the remaining 6 cores of the MCF with the same total input power as the signals under test. All signals were de-correlated using delay lines with different time delays for each core and mode. The transmission line was a fully fiberized SDM link consisting of 27 and 33 km long lengths of 6M-7CF [13] and the in-line 6M-7CF amplifier which was directly fusion spliced into the transmission line. The propagation losses, differential mode delay and core-to-core crosstalk of the 6M-7CF in the L-band were less than 0.21 dB/km, 0.50 ns/km and \(-21\) dB/100 km for all modes, respectively.

After transmission, the signals were then de-multiplexed using a fan-out device and 6-mode de-multiplexer and detected by the coherent receivers. We recovered the signals by 12×12 MIMO processing with time domain equalization. Fig. 5 shows the Q-factors of the received signals after 60 km long transmission. Here we optimized the input power for each mode in the range \(-8\) to \(-3\) dBm/mode/core to improve the worst Q-factor between the signals. We successfully confirmed that the Q-factors of all received signals exceeded the 20%-overhead forward error correction (FEC) limit of 5.7 dB [22].
Fig. 4. Experimental setup for simultaneous amplified 6-mode 7-core MCF transmission line (27+33 km) with an inline 6M-7CF amplifier. AWG: arbitrary waveform generator, PBS: polarization beam splitter, LO: local oscillator, Rx: receiver, MIMO: multi-input multi-output.

Fig. 5. Q-factors of the received signals after 60 km 6M-7CF transmission.

Fig. 6. PCE vs RCMF of the proposed amplifier compared to previously reported SDM amplifier results.

Finally, we evaluated our transmission system in terms of the spatial and energy efficiency. We consider the power conversion efficiency (PCE) which indicates the power conversion efficiency from the pump power and average amplified signal power [10, 16, 23-25], and spatial efficiency through the relative core multiplicity factor (RCMF) [26]. Fig. 6 reveals that our 6M-7CF amplifier can simultaneously achieve the highest PCE and RCMF and that it is highly beneficial for realizing power efficient high density SDM transmission system.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, a fully integrated 6-mode 7-core multicore fibre amplifier has successfully been realized in a cladding-pumped configuration. The amplifier provided an average gain of 23.1 dB and a noise figure < 7.5 dB with <3 dB spectral variation in the L-band. The average differential modal gain was measured to be ~3.2 dB (maximum of 6 dB) and the amplifier output power was >17.5 dBm/core/mode. The amplifier is capable of providing simultaneous amplification of 42 spatial channels in a single device (a record multiplicity) and significant cost/space/energy benefits are ultimately to be expected relative to the use of 42 individual EDFAs. Also, we have successfully demonstrated the first simultaneously amplified FM-MCF transmission experiment and achieved the highest spatial and energy efficiencies for a fully integrated SDM transmission link.
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